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Resources for Today’s Discussions 

 
Example Language for Upstanding  
(Bystander vs. Upstander: Call to action and engagement) 

In the moment: 

•Can we take a time-out so we can unpack that a bit? 

•I’m confused about what you just said - would you explain a bit more? 

•I’m uncertain about how to talk about what you just said. I need to give it some thought and 
get back to you later. 

•I heard you say _________. Will you clarify what you meant? 

•When I heard your comment I felt/thought … 

•I’m thinking about how what was said could impact women… 

•I’m curious about… 

•Can you help me understand… 

•We seem to see this differently, can you share more about your perspective? 

 

Later:  
As much as we aspire to, we sometimes don’t have the words or the readiness to respond in 
the moment, here are some phrases you can use as an upstander after an event has occurred: 

•May I speak with you about something that’s been bothering me? 

•May I ask you a question about what happened? I’d like to understand where you’re coming 
from. 

•Would it be OK if we spoke with you about something we observed/experienced? 

•I’m uncomfortable too, but we’ll get through this together. 
 

These phrases are adapted from the work of Terrence Winston, Calvin Chou MD, PhD, and 
Denise Davis MD 

 
 
 
Apologies 
Good apologies focus on people impacted, not intent  
•I recognize that I have work to do. 
•I’m going to pay closer attention going forward. 
•I am going to take some time to reflect on this. 
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Small group prompt to Locate Ourselves (you will have time to give this prompt 
thought before sharing in your break out group) 

• Reflect on several of your identities, and share: 
• PRIDE that you have (both personally & professionally) in one or more of your 

identities (pls include your professional identity as part of this matrix) 
• AND unintended impacts of one or more of your identities that you notice on 

others 
 
 
Reflection Questions (Part 2 of Small Group) (we will share more about this 
exercise with you, questions included here for your reference) 

Seek to understand the impact of your actions and avoid centering on your intentions.  

What have you learned about others today? What have you learned about yourself? What have 
you learned about the systems and institutions in which we work, learn, and provide care?  

What do you need in order to feel supported, challenged, productive, inclusive, ready to engage 
with members of your team? Consider how you name and ask for that.  

What else would be helpful to understand before the next time you engage in DEI 
conversations?  

Who else needs to be in the conversation? Who needs to hear the outcome of the conversation 
in order to act on the outcomes?  

Acknowledge “first-draft thinking” – is there anything you wish you could re-frame? 
 
 


